As specified in College legislation, the Committee on Faculty Appointments published last fall a list of faculty members to be reviewed in 2015-16 for tenure, promotion, reappointment, or merit increases. An updated list of the faculty members to be reviewed this spring, excluding candidates who requested that their names not be published, appears below.

All members of the college community are encouraged to write letters about faculty members being reviewed and send them to the Office of the Provost and Dean of the College, Attention: Ruth Frommer (rfrommer@wellesley.edu). Letters should be submitted before the R&P Committee's deadline to be most helpful. These letters are reviewed by the Committee on Faculty Appointments along with the student evaluation questionnaires. Many factors are considered in these decisions. These factors and the process of review, as well as the appropriate date for each review, are specified in Articles of Government, Guidelines for Faculty on Term Appointments, Guidelines for Appointments of Instructors in Science Laboratory, or Guidelines for the Department of Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics.

According to college policy, such letters are shared with the faculty member and his/her department chair, so any letter should indicate whether (1) the letter should be shared, as written, with your name left on it; or (2) the letter should be shared with your name and identifying wording removed. Letters may be submitted either in hard copy with a signature or electronically as an email or email attachment.

**REAPPOINTMENTS** of tenure-track faculty requiring a one-year notification. R&P Committee recommendations are due March 1, 2016. The candidates will be notified by the end of the academic year.

**ART:** Lamia Balafrej, Nikki Greene  
**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:** Vanja Klepac-Ceraj  
**CINEMA & MEDIA STUDIES:** Nicholas Knouf  
**ENGLISH:** Cord Whitaker  
**HISTORY:** Simon Grote  
**PHILOSOPHY:** Erich Matthes  
**PSYCHOLOGY:** Christen Deveney  
**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES:** Jennifer Musto

**AFRICAN STUDIES:** Geoff Osoro  
**ART:** Barbara Lynn-Davis  
**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:** Adam Matthews  
**CHEMISTRY:** Geraldine Echebiri, Peter Sandusky  
**COMPUTER SCIENCE:** Christine Bassem  
**ENGLISH:** Marilyn Sides  
**FRENCH:** Marie-Cecile Ganne-Schiermeier  
**PHYSICS:** Jerome Fung  
**PSYCHOLOGY:** Kyra Kulik-Johnson  
**RUSSIAN:** Alla Epsteyn  
**SOCIOLGY:** Joseph Swingle  
**THEATRE STUDIES:** Janie Howland, Marta Rainer, Lois Roach  
**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES:** Nancy Marshall  
**WRITING PROGRAM:** Wini Wood

**REAPPOINTMENTS** of lecturers and senior lecturers on multi-year contracts requiring a one-year notification or on one-year contracts; visiting lecturers after fourth year of service; lecturers eligible for promotion to senior lecturers. R&P Committee recommendations are due February 16, 2016. Notification dates vary by category; refer to *Guidelines for Faculty on Term Appointments*. Reappointments depend on the availability of a position; some faculty members may not be reappointed simply because no position is available.

**AFRICAN STUDIES:** Geofred Osoro  
**ART:** Barbara Lynn-Davis  
**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:** Adam Matthews  
**CHEMISTRY:** Geraldine Echebiri, Peter Sandusky  
**COMPUTER SCIENCE:** Christine Bassem  
**ENGLISH:** Marilyn Sides  
**FRENCH:** Marie-Cecile Ganne-Schiermeier  
**PHYSICS:** Jerome Fung  
**PSYCHOLOGY:** Kyra Kulik-Johnson  
**RUSSIAN:** Alla Epsteyn  
**SOCIOLGY:** Joseph Swingle  
**THEATRE STUDIES:** Janie Howland, Marta Rainer, Lois Roach  
**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES:** Nancy Marshall  
**WRITING PROGRAM:** Wini Wood

**REAPPOINTMENTS** of instructors in science laboratory and senior instructors in science laboratory on multi-year contracts requiring a one-year notification or on one-year contracts, eligible for a multi-year contract. R&P Committee recommendations are due February 16, 2016. Notification dates vary by category; refer to *Guidelines for Appointments of Instructors in Science Laboratory*.

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:** Leah Okumura  
**CHEMISTRY:** Nancy Mukundan  
**COMPUTER SCIENCE:** Susan Buck, Sohie Lee  
**NEUROSCIENCE:** Virginia Quinan  
**PSYCHOLOGY:** Jennifer Musto  
**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES:** Jennifer Musto  
**WRITING PROGRAM:** Wini Wood

**REAPPOINTMENTS** of instructors in science laboratory and senior instructors in science laboratory on multi-year contracts requiring a one-year notification or on one-year contracts, eligible for a multi-year contract. R&P Committee recommendations are due February 16, 2016. Notification dates vary by category; refer to *Guidelines for Appointments of Instructors in Science Laboratory*.

**BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:** Leah Okumura  
**CHEMISTRY:** Nancy Mukundan  
**COMPUTER SCIENCE:** Susan Buck, Sohie Lee  
**NEUROSCIENCE:** Virginia Quinan  
**PSYCHOLOGY:** Jennifer Musto  
**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES:** Jennifer Musto  
**WRITING PROGRAM:** Wini Wood
PROMOTION TO RANK OF FULL PROFESSOR

The following associate professors are eligible for review for promotion. R&P recommendations are due April 15, 2016. The candidates will be notified by the end of the academic year.

Wendy Berry       Tessa Spillane

OTHER NON-TENURE-TRACK FACULTY ON MULTI-YEAR APPOINTMENTS are normally reviewed in the last year of their contract. Recommendations should be submitted to the Provost/Dean of the College for review in the spring.

MUSIC:
Andrea Matthews
Suzanne Stumpf

FULL AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS eligible for consideration for merit increase. Letters should be submitted by March 31, 2016 to be most helpful.

ART:
Carlos Dorrien

ASTRONOMY:
Richard French
Kim McLeod

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:
John Cameron
T. Kaye Peterman

CHEMISTRY:
David Haines
Julia Miwa

COMPUTER SCIENCE:
Ellen Hildreth
Panagiotis Metaxas
Franklyn Turbak

LANGUAGE & CULTURES:
Ellen Widmer

ECONOMICS:
Phil Levine
Akila Weerapana

EDUCATION:
Barbara Beatty

ENGLISH:
William Cain
Lawrence Rosenwald

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES:
Elizabeth DeSombre

FRENCH:
Venita Datta
Andrea Levitt
Catherine Masson
Anjali Prabhu

PHYSICS:
Robert Berg

POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Tom Burke
Roxanne Euben
Katharine Moon

PSYCHOLOGY:
Tracy Gleason
Paul Wink

RELIGION:
Sharon Elkins
Stephen Marini

RUSSIAN:
Tom Hodge
Adam Weiner

SOCIOLOGY:
Lee Cuba

SPANISH:
Elena Gascon-Vera
Carlos Ramos
Joy Renjilian-Burgy

THEATRE STUDIES:
Carolyn Morley